
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
MAKE: Hummer
MODEL: H2
YEAR: 2007-2008
ENGINE: V8-6.0L / 6.2L

Exhaust System
49-44049 (409 SS) 

1: (Read Instructions prior to installation.) 
2: Uninstall system by lifting up truck on a TWO POST LIFT allowing the suspension to drop freely.
3: Then you unbolt the the flange located on the front mid pipe, and pop out all the hangers from isolation  
 mounts.
4: Pull the whole complete system out. By pulling it up and over the axle towards the front of the vehicle.
5: If unable to access a TWO POST LIFT? You will need to cut the system in half with a saw saw right 
 behind the muffler. In order to get the exhaust system out.
6: Lube up all isolation mount holes where hanger rods will be going in. Using WD-40.
7: Start from the rear of vehicle putting on dual tail-pipe on first. Simply place over axle and     
 slip the hanger Ron into the isolation mount leaving the tail-pipe hanging loose.
8: Install front mid-pipe into place leaving the bolts and flange loose. Also slip the hanger rod into the 
 isolation mount.
9: Now place all clamps over the inlet and outlets of the muffler. As shown on drawing.
10: Slip muffler correctly into front mid-pipe and tail-pipe tubes.
11: Tighten all clamps and flange bolts. Making sure the system is straight as you fully tighten everything   
 down.

NOTES:
  •  aFe recommends that the tail-pipe be at least 1/2”-1” away from any body panels to avoid heat related body damage. Tighten and secure.

Caution: Allow time for your vehicle to cool down prior to installation. When working on or under your vehicle proceed with caution. Exhaust systems reach high
temperatures and may cause serious burns. Wear protective safety equipment; eye goggles and gloves to ensure a safe installation. aFe recommends professional
installation on our products.
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